given together with their linear structure and the smallest phase rotation for which a code is invariant.
Introduction
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(2.1)
For a positive integer n, let S_,_ps K denote the set of all n-tuples over S2,.psK. Define ! the distance between two n-tuples 9 = (vl,vs,...,v,,) and 9' = (v_, vs,..., v_) over S2,.PSK,
Then it follows from (2.1) and (2.2) that Let fi = (ul, us,...,u,,) and _' = (vl, vs,...,v,,) be two n-tuples over S2_.ps K. Let fi + 9 denote the following n-tuple
fi + 9 a__ (ul + v_, us + vs,..', u, + v,,) , Lemma 1: Suppose that C is a linear code over S2<r, sK w.r.t. $ and for 1 < i < t,
Then C is closed under the component-wise modulo-2 t addition, and hence is linear w.r.t. +.
Proof: By induction, we show that for 1 < i < c(i)(Q, 9) 6 C,.
(2.24)
Since c(1)(fi, 9) = 0, c(1)(fi, _') 6 C1. Suppose that c(J)(fi, 9) 6 Cj for 1 < j < i < t. 
By letting fi = 2h-li in (2.11) to (2.16), we obtain the following equations:
(1) (3.5)
It follows from (3.2) to (3.5) that we have Lemma 3.
Lemma 3: For 1 __ h _< t, a linear code C over S:cpsz w.r.t. _ is invariant under 180"/2 l-h phase shift if and only if for any codeword _,(1) + 2_7(2) + ..
. + 2t-l@(t) in C,
where i denotes the all-one n-tuple.
AA
If C is a linear basic e-level code w.r.t. _, denoted C1 + 2C2 +... + '2t-lCt, then the necessary and sufficient condition (3.6) is expressed as follows:
(1) i E Ch, and (3.7)
(2)
Obviously, a linear code C over [6] E.E. Nemirovskii and S.L. Portnoi, "Matching block codes to a channel with phase shifts," Vol. 22, No. 3, pp. 27-34, 1986. [7]
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